Goldman Sachs – 2021 Managing Director Class

Managing Director Class By Region

Americas = 383 (60%) new managing directors
EMEA = 151 (23%) new managing directors
Asia Pacific = 80 (12%) new managing directors
Bengaluru = 29 (5%) new managing directors

Managing Director Class Size

2021 = 643
2019 = 465
2017 = 509
2015 = 425

70% Started at Goldman Sachs as lateral hires
34% Worked in more than one division
30% Started at Goldman Sachs as campus hires
16% Worked in more than one region

Managing Director Class Facts

11 Years average tenure at Goldman Sachs
380+ Schools represented
43% Earned advanced degrees
56 Languages spoken
58 Countries of citizenship

Diversity Represented in 2021 Class*

194 (30%) Women
182 (28%) Asian
31 (5%) Hispanic/Latinx
29 (5%) Black
22 (3%) LGBTQ+

*Global data, based on self-identification information